An A-train and model perspective on the vertical distribution of aerosols and CO in the Northern Hemisphere
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[1] We use A-train satellite observations of aerosols and carbon monoxide (CO) (CALIOP, MODIS, and TES) with GEOS-Chem model simulations to analyze long range transport in the Northern Hemisphere over 3 years (December 2006–November 2009), with a focus on the vertical distribution of pollutants. GEOS-Chem underestimates TES observations of CO in all seasons (<25%) except winter. MODIS and GEOS-Chem aerosol optical depths (AOD) are both generally biased high in comparison with CALIOP (0.042 over land/0.036 over ocean and 0.016 over land/0.0071 over ocean, respectively; for spring seasons, but similar results for all seasons). Comparisons between GEOS-Chem and CALIOP improve when the CALIOP detection limits are accounted for, and the bias over land in particular is reduced (0.010). However, we find that GEOS-Chem with applied detection limits still overestimates the CALIOP observations of aerosol extinction over sources in Asia and Europe, but underestimates in marine environments and over North America in spring and summer. Vertical cross-sections indicate that GEOS-Chem may be removing aerosol too efficiently in the boundary layer in addition to underestimating marine aerosol sources. We show that mimicking the single aerosol type per layer retrieval of CALIOP with GEOS-Chem could lower simulated AOD by 10–30% at midlatitudes. TES and CALIOP observations confirm that while CO is efficiently transported aloft (only 12% of the CO column is within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) on average), the efficient removal of aerosol limits export and subsequent transport with over 50% of observed aerosol extinction occurring within the PBL.


1. Introduction

[2] The detrimental effects of atmospheric pollution on human health, agriculture, and visibility motivate many countries to set stringent air quality regulations. Although local emissions are the main cause of air quality degradation, episodic long range transport (LRT) can also contribute to elevated pollutant concentrations [e.g., Li et al., 2002; Parrish et al., 2009]. The vertical distribution of pollutants is a key factor in transport efficiency and the ultimate impact on downwind air quality. In this study our objective is to use satellite observations to investigate the vertical structure of pollution during export and long range transport. We focus on the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes as a highly populated region with significant anthropogenic emission sources, making LRT a more frequent and potent problem than in the Southern Hemisphere. Specifically, we examine export and transport out of three main regions: Asia, Europe, and North America.

[3] Pollution exported from these regions follows distinct pathways. North American gas and particulate pollutants are primarily transported by warm conveyor belts northeast toward Europe with a smaller percentage transported as far as eastern Russia [Li et al., 2005]. Asian emissions are also transported to the northeast and have the greatest impact on the western coast of North America in the springtime [Stohl et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2008]. Export from Europe has three distinct transport pathways as noted by Duncan and Bey [2004] with the most dominant export toward the northeast over Russia, which can also lead to transport to the Arctic, where it is notably the cause of Arctic haze [Quinn et al., 2007; Stohl et al., 2002]. There is also transport westward over the North Atlantic, across the Mediterranean Sea toward North Africa, and eastward to Asia [e.g., Chin et al., 2007]; however, these pathways track over regions with significant local emissions and are therefore harder to distinguish from observations.

[4] Although there is evidence for the long range transport of many atmospheric constituents, most research has focused on regulated species such as PM [Prospero, 1981; Jaffe et al., 1999; Akimoto, 2003; Duncan and Bey, 2004; Heald et al., 2006; Quinn et al., 2007; Ansmann et al., 2009; Reidmiller...
et al., 2009], ozone [Derwent et al., 2004; Guerova et al., 2006] and its precursors. The effectiveness of long range transport of these pollutants from source regions to downwind receptor sites is determined by several factors: the initial amount emitted, the lifetime of the species against transformation and removal, the contribution from en-route production, the transport pathway, and transport efficiency (how quickly a pollutant is transported with respect to its lifetime). Transport can occur at low altitudes through boundary layer ventilation or advection with the mean winds, but these processes generally take place on timescales of days to weeks, and therefore are inefficient for chemical species with shorter lifetimes [Dacre et al., 2007; Keating and Zuber, 2007]. The lifetime of ozone and PM can be extended when lofted into the colder free troposphere [Keating and Zuber, 2007] . Furthermore, since winds generally strengthen with height, these species can be transported more rapidly aloft. Therefore, for more efficient transport, pollutants must first be vertically lofted out of the boundary layer and into the upper troposphere through strong convection, warm conveyor belts, turbulent mixing, or orographic lifting [Liu et al., 2003].

[5] Given the efficiency of transport in the free troposphere, many LRT events are detected at elevated sites such as the Mount Bachelor Observatory [Reidmiller et al., 2009] or the PICO-NARE station on Pico mountain [Owen et al., 2006]. Clean background air sampled at these sites also facilitates the identification of transported plumes. While transport is more efficient in the free troposphere; if plumes remain aloft, they have little direct impact on lower altitude surface sites downwind (although wet removal may still lead to surface deposition and the associated radiative impacts can modify photolysis rates [Jacobson, 1998; Liao et al., 1999]). The efficiency of descent, via subsidence or mountain circulations, ultimately determines the magnitude of the disturbance or contribution to background surface concentrations. However, detecting an observable influence of LRT at the surface is complicated by local influences and the dilution of plumes during descent [Hudman et al., 2004; Heald et al., 2006].

[6] Identification of LRT plumes is also complicated by the fact that long range transport often occurs over ocean basins or remote continental regions where in situ observations are limited. Assessing LRT impacts has therefore relied on interpreting the observational record at a receptor region [e.g., Prospero, 1999; Jaffe et al., 1999] or at an island site located between source and receptor [Levy and Moxim, 1989; Perry et al., 1999] with little information on the processes or pathway during transport. Aircraft data from field campaigns provide useful information about the vertical distribution and specific in-plume processing of pollutants, as aircraft are able to follow plume progression and sample the same plume multiple times, but like surface observations, these campaigns suffer from spatial and/or temporal constraints [Heald et al., 2004; Hudman et al., 2004; Price et al., 2004; Fejesenfeld et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2006; Fuelberg et al., 2010]. While satellite observations offer the possibility of continuous global coverage, due to poor vertical resolution, satellites have been primarily used to track the spatial progression of plumes [Edwards et al., 2004; Heald et al., 2004, 2006; Yu et al., 2008]. Ultimately, this lack of information on the vertical distribution makes it more difficult to translate these satellite observations into surface concentrations and determine the impact on air quality at downwind sites [Al-Saadi et al., 2005; van Donkelaar et al., 2010].

[7] The implementation of improved satellite technology with heightened vertical resolution therefore provides the opportunity to better examine the export and long range transport of pollutants. The CALIOP instrument, a space-based lidar, provides an unprecedented look at the vertical distribution of clouds and aerosols in the global atmosphere [Winker et al., 2010]. Because carbon monoxide (CO) has strong absorption lines in the thermal infrared (IR) and solar shortwave IR, which are observable from space; by using calibrated measurements of CO radiance, instruments such as TES are able to retrieve some vertical information on the distribution of CO [Deeter et al., 2004].

[8] In this study, we use A-train observations, including CALIOP aerosol extinction, Aqua MODIS aerosol optical depths (AOD) and TES CO, to study long range transport in the Northern Hemisphere. In particular, we use these observations to test the vertical representation of transport processes in the global chemical transport model GEOS-Chem. Carbon monoxide is used here as a contrast to aerosol, whose shorter lifetime and higher solubility suggest different transport pathways [Heald et al., 2006]. We use the GEOS-Chem model to interpret these observations and to identify contributions due to differing sources and species at receptor sites.

2. Descriptions of Observation and Modeling Tools

2.1. CALIOP Aerosol Extinction

[9] The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) was launched aboard the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite on April 28, 2006 as part of the A-train constellation. CALIOP measures the backscatter intensity and the orthogonally polarized components of the backscatter signal at two wavelengths, 532 nm and 1064 nm with a 30 m vertical resolution in the troposphere [Winker et al., 2003]. CALIPSO takes 16 days to repeat its orbit; so with a ~100 m footprint, full global coverage for CALIPSO also takes approximately 16 days [Hunt et al., 2009].

[10] Details of the data processing algorithms for CALIOP are given by Winker et al. [2009] and of the aerosol classification by Omar et al. [2009]. In brief, level 1 processing involves geolocation and calibration, while the level 2 algorithm is a multistep process which first identifies cloud and aerosol layers, then uses a set of scene classification algorithms (SCA) to determine the layer type (cloud or aerosol and then aerosol type or cloud ice-water phase), and then backscatter and extinction coefficient profiles are retrieved. This retrieval requires a lidar ratio in order to convert backscatter to extinction. This value can be derived from layer transmittance (if a distinct layer is surrounded by clear air) or specified as a predetermined value based on the SCA, which occurs most commonly. Six aerosol types are used as shown in Table 1 (defined from cluster analysis of AERONET data sets [Dubovik and King, 2000]) and are determined using the two wavelength backscatter measurements, volume depolarization ratios, surface type, geographic location and layer altitude (Omar et al. [2009] gives flowchart of selection
Table 1. CALIOP Aerosol Types and Associated Lidar Ratios for 532 nm Wavelength*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerosol Type</th>
<th>Lidar Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>40 sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polluted Dust</td>
<td>60 sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>70 sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polluted Continental</td>
<td>70 sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Continental</td>
<td>35 sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Marine</td>
<td>20 sr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From Winker et al. [2009].

scheme). Therefore the selection criteria can strongly affect the retrieved extinction profiles, and even more so, the spatial and vertical distributions of tropospheric aerosol types in CALIOP data. For example, over snow or ice, observed aerosols can only be classified as clean or polluted continental but never dust [Omar et al., 2009], even though transport of Asian dust and smoke to the Arctic has been observationally noted [e.g., Barrie and Barrie, 1990]. Mielonen et al. [2009] compared CALIOP aerosol types with AERONET aerosol sites and found that they were in general good agreement (70%), with best agreement for dust containing air masses. It is important to consider these constraints and acknowledge that if aerosols are being misclassified in the retrieval, the wrong lidar ratio might also be applied and could therefore bias the vertical extinction profiles shown in the following sections [Yu et al., 2010; Oo and Holz, 2011]. When we consider the differences in selected lidar ratios (Table 1), it is evident that certain regions might be more prone to biases, such as off Africa or Asia when distinguishing between dust and pollution or smoke, or in outflow regions distinguishing between clean marine or pollution, where differences in lidar ratios for these aerosol types are large. We discuss this further in sections 4 and 5.

[11] For aerosol extinction data, we use the CALIPSO Lidar Level 2 Version 3.01 5-km Aerosol Profiles for three years (December 2006 through November 2009) and filter the data using cloud aerosol distinction (CAD) scores, extinction uncertainty values, atmospheric volume descriptors, extinction quality control (QC) flags and total column optical depths. CAD scores are a numerical measure of the confidence of the algorithm classification of observed layers, with negative values used for aerosols and positive values for clouds [Liu et al., 2004]. Therefore, we discard any observations with absolute values below 20, which is a more relaxed criterion than Yu et al. [2010] suggests, but allows for a greater sample volume. Liu et al. [2009] and Yu et al. [2010] both note that thick aerosol layers near source regions are often misclassified by the CAD algorithm, which could lead to some low bias in our analysis of CALIOP data near sources. We also choose to use only clear sky columns by discarding any columns with cloud optical depths greater than zero. Additionally, since CALIOP cannot make observations below thick aerosol layers, we omit any columns with aerosol optical depths greater than two, although this can, in some circumstances, eliminate heavy aerosol events. Extinction uncertainty values and quality control flags are used to remove any observation where the extinction calculation failed or produced non-physical results. We make the approximation that all extinction observations with a corresponding atmospheric volume descriptor that indicates clear air have zero aerosol extinction (rather than the fill value of ~9999). We choose to assign a value of zero rather than a value related to the detection limit because the detection limit is for backscatter, and since we use extinction profiles for this work, is dependent on aerosol type (discussed further in section 4 and subsequent sections). For the night (day) observations, this filtering eliminates ~17% (12%) of the extinction values and makes ~77% (84%) of the profile extinction values 0 (indicating that most of the profile is “clear air”).

[12] CALIPSO has an ascending equator crossing at 1330 local solar time (LST) and a descending node at 0130 LST. Kittaka et al. [2010] show that CALIOP AOD distributions derived from the earlier Level 2 Version 2.01 layer products are similar for day and night. For this work, except for comparison with MODIS and when discussing fractions in the planetary boundary layer (PBL), we choose to use the nighttime data because the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is greater during the night due to the lack of noise from background solar illumination [Hunt et al., 2009]. Comparisons of seasonally averaged AOD from CALIOP show that daytime observations have a slight low bias (generally less than 20%) compared to the night observations in source and outflow regions, and a slight high bias over remote marine regions (generally less than 5%).

2.2. Aqua MODIS Aerosol Optical Depth

[13] The Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) measures scattered radiances at 36 wavelengths and provides almost daily global coverage of AOD observations in the absence of clouds. Two different algorithms are used for AOD retrievals over the ocean and the land to account for the contribution of surface reflectance. Although AOD is only retrieved over dark land surfaces [Kaufman et al., 1997], the use of an estimated surface reflectance has been shown to produce a high bias over bright land surfaces [Drury et al., 2010]. Numerous studies have evaluated MODIS AOD (τ) through comparisons with ground based AERONET stations and have shown generally good agreement with expected uncertainties in the MODIS-derived AOD of ±0.03 ±0.05 τ over ocean and ±0.05 ±0.15 τ over land [Remer et al., 2008; Levy et al., 2010].

[14] For this work, we use data from MODIS aboard the Aqua platform which flies in the A-train constellation, one minute and fifteen second ahead of CALIPSO. Specifically, we use Collection 5, Level 3 daily files, which are on a 1° by 1° grid. We combine land and ocean optical depth retrievals, and filter the data to include only grid boxes with (cloud mask) cloud fractions below 0.8 and aerosol optical depths less than 1.5 following Zhang and Reid [2006]. Redemann et al. [2011] note that using only scenes with a MODIS cloud fraction of 1% or less generally improves correlations between MODIS and CALIOP (also used by Oo and Holz [2011]), compared with the 80% cut-off employed here. However, this would remove a significant percent of observations.

2.3. TES Carbon Monoxide

[15] We use observations of CO from the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES), which is one of four instruments
aboard the NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura platform. Aura was launched on July 15, 2004 into the A-train formation, flying eight minutes behind Aqua. TES is an infrared, high-resolution Fourier transform spectrometer. Global surveys are made roughly every other day, and with a spatial coverage of 5.3 km by 8.5 km in the nadir (and approximately 180 km between successive nadir observations), a full global survey requires approximately 16 days or 233 orbits [Beer et al., 2001].

[16] The retrieval algorithm for TES uses the optimal estimation approach as described by Rodgers [2000]. The retrieved CO volume mixing ratio (x) is expressed as the linear combination of the true profile weighted by the averaging kernel (A) and the a priori profile (x0), along with the spectral measurement error (σ).

\[
\ln \hat{x} = \ln x_0 + A(\ln x - \ln x_0) + \epsilon
\]  

[17] The averaging kernel is a measure of the sensitivity of the retrieval to the true state of the atmosphere, and its trace, also known as the degrees of freedom (DOF), tells how many statistically independent elements of information were available from the measurements to calculate the profile. Full TES CO profiles generally have 1–1.5 pieces of information in the troposphere [Luo et al., 2007a, 2007b; Parrington et al., 2008] (these studies also provide further discussion and examples of TES averaging kernels). Retrieved profiles with low DOFs are dominated at most levels by the a priori profile, which is generated from MOZART CTM output of grid bins longitude by 0.67, latitude by 2.5. Biomass burning and Alaska, regions strongly influenced by long-range transport, do not agree as well (bias up to 20 hPa) [Liu et al., 2007], while dry deposition of gases and aerosols is dependent on surface characteristics and meteorological conditions [Wesely, 1989; Wang et al., 1998]. Optical aerosol depths (AOD) at 550 nm are calculated from the mass concentration and the extinction efficiency for each aerosol type following Martin et al. [2003], with updated aerosol size distributions as described by Drury et al. [2010]. We do not attempt to account for differences between the model and satellite assumed aerosol optical properties here.

[22] Anthropogenic emissions rely on several regional inventories, such as CAC for Canada (http://www.aa-ge.ca/pdb/cac/cac_home_e.cfm), BRAVO over Mexico [Kuehn et al., 2003], EMEP over Europe and for ship exhaust [Vestreng et al., 2007], EPA NEI99 over the USA which is also used for biofuel [Hudman et al., 2007, 2008] and the Streets [Zhang et al., 2009] inventory for Asia. Emissions in areas not covered by these regional emission inventories are based on the GEIA inventory [Benkovitz et al., 1996], with emissions of nitrogen oxide (NOx), CO, and sulfur oxide (SOx) based on the EDGAR emissions inventory [Oliver and Berdowski, 2001; Olivier et al., 2001]. Biogenic VOC emissions are calculated interactively following MEGAN [Guenther et al., 2006], Global anthropogenic emissions of black and organic carbon follow Bond et al. [2004] with the exception of North America, where emissions of these species follow Cooke et al. [1999] with the seasonality from Park et al. [2003]. Biomass burning and biofuel emissions are specified according to the GFED2 inventory [van der Werf et al., 2006] and Tjevich and Logan [2003] monthly inventories respectively.

[23] The full, online chemistry simulation was run for three years (December 2006–November 2009) with initialization on December 1, 2006 after an eight-month spin-up simulation. Daily diagnostics are output to coincide with A-train overpass time, averaged from 1 to 2 local time for nighttime and 13–14 local time for daytime overpasses. We re-grid all the satellite data to the standard GEOS-Chem 2° × 2.5° grid and then sample the GEOS-Chem output along the satellite observation track by only using grid boxes with valid observations. For TES, we also linearly interpolate the model profile to the 67 valid TES pressure levels before applying the retrieval operator as in equation (1). For direct comparison with MODIS and CALIOP, we also omit GEOS-Chem columns with AOD greater than 1.5. This removes 0.3% of the available grid points. In dust regions (e.g., the Saharan and Taklamakan deserts), this can reduce the
column AOD by 10–60%; however, the global average reduction of AOD is less than 6%.


3.1. Sampling Issues

Although model output is matched with observations for comparison; in attempting to examine long range transport events that happen on timescales of several days, the limited spatial coverage of satellites with small footprints such as TES and CALIOP can pose several challenges. While the model may simulate a distinct plume being transported, the satellite may not observe over the region for that day. As shown in Figure 2 for 24 March 2007, GEOS-Chem predicts high AOD values over the North Atlantic due to a plume being transported off the east coast of North America, yet, the CALIOP track for the day misses all but the edges of the plume. On seasonal scales, sampling of the model along the satellite track does not appear to bias the average extinction profile as seen in Figure 2b, which shows that using all model output for spring 2007 over the boxed region in Figure 2a produces an almost identical profile to sampling only when there was a valid satellite observation over the region. However, when we examine the time series of the average AOD for the same region (Figure 2c), several transport events, such as the plume on 24 March 2007, are missed. This implies that comparisons of model simulations with satellite observations with no cross-track scanning (as in CALIOP and TES) can be particularly susceptible to model transport.

Figure 1. Seasonal averages of the degrees of freedom for TES (left) in the troposphere (up to ~200 hPa) and (right) in the planetary boundary layer. Color bar is saturated at 1.25.
errors. Therefore, while these satellite instruments can provide us with some information on vertical distributions during export and transport events, the small footprints and limited number of valid observations make it difficult to determine broad characteristics about transport in each region from daily observations. Consequently, we choose to analyze LRT as multiyear averages of seasonal timescales in subsequent sections.

3.2. CALIOP Detection Limits

Comparisons between observed and simulated aerosol extinction are also complicated by the CALIOP detection limit. Due to the greater SNR ratio, the detection limit decreases with altitude and during the night \[\text{Winker et al.}, 2009\]. Near the surface it is approximately \(4 \times 10^{-8} \text{ km}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}\) and about \(2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ km}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}\) in the middle to upper troposphere \[\text{Winker et al.}, 2009\].

Simulated extinction values below the detection limit need to be corrected to 'zeros' to mimic the CALIOP sensitivity and allow for direct comparison. An exact matching of the detection limit can only be done in terms of backscatter, however, this would require application of the CALIOP retrieval algorithm to the simulated backscatter values in order to produce aerosol extinction profiles. This is not trivial. Therefore as a first step toward incorporating the detection limits in our comparisons, we take into account the lidar ratio of each aerosol type (Table 1) noted by \text{Winker et al.} [2009] and use it to convert the GEOS-Chem simulated aerosol species extinction values into backscatter values and apply a detection limit of \(2 \times 10^{-8} \text{ km}^{-1} \text{ sr}^{-1}\). Extinction values simulated by GEOS-Chem which have a corresponding backscatter value lower than the detection limit are replaced with a value of 0 as they would be observed as "clear air" by CALIOP. The impact of applying detection limits to the GEOS-Chem simulation are shown in sections 4 and 5.

3.3. Results From Previous Studies

In addition to these sampling issues, previous studies note specific biases when comparing GEOS-Chem with these satellites. While MODIS AOD is generally in good spatial agreement with GEOS-Chem, it is biased high over the Pacific, particularly at low loading \[\text{Heald et al.}, 2006\], and over land, notably in the western U.S. \[\text{Li et al.}, 2005; \text{van Donkelaar et al.}, 2010\]. This bias is attributed mainly to

---

**Figure 2.** Illustration of satellite sampling issues with no cross-track scanning: (a) AOD from GEOS-Chem with the track for CALIOP (thick black) for 24 March 2007 and the averaging box; (b) average spring 2007 extinction profile within the box indicated in Figure 2a for GEOS-Chem (dotted) and when sampled to the A-train path (dashed); and (c) time series of the mean column AOD in the box indicated in Figure 2a for spring 2007 from GEOS-Chem (solid) and when sampled to the CALIOP overpass (diamonds).
application of the land algorithm over varying surface terrains. Generoso et al. [2008] compare CALIOP backscatter profiles and AOD from MODIS with GEOS-Chem for dust transport across the Atlantic. They find that model-derived backscatter profiles agree with CALIOP near source but under predict AOD downwind, suggesting either too little transport or too much removal in the model. Van Donkelaar et al. [2010] compare GEOS-Chem with version 2 CALIOP relative profiles over various land regions to show that there are similarities in the distribution of AOD and the fraction of AOD in the mixed layer typically differs by less than 5% in the Northern Hemisphere.

[28] Regarding CO, Kopacz et al. [2010] find that while GEOS-Chem has higher correlations and fewer differences with TES than MOPITT or AIRS, simulated CO column totals are still biased low over source regions in 2004–2005 in the Northern Hemisphere most likely due to an underestimation of fossil fuel emissions.

[29] We use both newer versions of TES retrievals (v004 versus v002), and of the GEOS-Chem model in our work compared to Kopacz et al. [2010]. Their study also includes TES profiles prior to the optical bench warm up in December 2005, which they note substantially improved the quality of the CO data (fourfold increase in signal-to-noise ratio). Finally, our simulations were also performed for different years and using a different meteorological product (GEOS-5 versus GEOS-4, which notably uses different convective parameterizations) from Kopacz et al. [2010], thus comparisons shown in Section 4 differ from their previous results.

[30] There are also several studies that note biases between MODIS and CALIOP observed AOD. Kittaka et al. [2010] compare daytime cloud-screened AODs from MODIS and an earlier version of CALIOP retrievals for the period June 2006 to August 2008 and find that MODIS AOD is higher than CALIOP over extra-tropical oceans, and that over land, CALIOP AOD is higher at low latitudes and MODIS is higher at midlatitudes. Redemann et al. [2011] use version 3 data with stricter data screening and also find that CALIOP is generally biased low. Oo and Holz [2011] also note that CALIOP AOD is significantly lower than MODIS over the oceans but attribute this discrepancy to an underestimate in the lidar ratio in the CALIOP algorithm. Sayer et al. [2012] calculated lidar ratios from AERONET island sites and suggest that the lidar ratios used for the CALIOP algorithm for marine aerosol are too low by about 50%. We also compare seasonal average AODs from MODIS and CALIOP (further discussion in section 4). Differences between the two can be partially explained by the known biases associated with each instrument and will be discussed in further detail in subsequent sections.

4. **Spatial Distribution of Pollutant Transport in the Northern Hemisphere**

4.1. **Column Concentrations of Aerosols and Carbon Monoxide**

[31] Prior to investigating the vertical distribution of pollution transport, we compare the spatial patterns of simulated AOD and CO column with satellite observations to examine the model representation of source regions and transport. Figure 3 compares multiyear seasonal average column CO concentrations from TES and GEOS-Chem (with the TES retrieval operator applied as described in section 2), and highlights that the long lifetime of CO enhances background concentrations hemispherically. Model underestimates in spring and summer are typically less than 25%; overestimates at high Northern latitudes in winter generally do not exceed 20%. Our comparisons here agree with Kopacz et al. [2010] except in winter, when GEOS-Chem is generally higher than TES (section 3.3).

[32] Both model and observations identify the major source regions and highlight the seasonality in the atmospheric oxidant loading and emissions. Significant export of CO from Northern Hemisphere source regions is easily identified with the TES observations. GEOS-Chem captures the seasonality of this export and transport (Figure 3); previous studies have demonstrated the model’s skill in reproducing specific events observed by TES [Zhang et al., 2008; Reidmiller et al., 2009].

[33] We contrast these CO distributions with that of atmospheric aerosols, which have shorter atmospheric lifetimes. Figure 4 shows the spatial distributions of multiyear seasonal average clear-sky AOD as observed by MODIS and CALIOP (daytime observations) and as predicted by GEOS-Chem. AOD is sampled in Figure 4 for coincident observations of MODIS and CALIOP to allow for direct comparison. In general, the observations and model give a consistent picture of the major source regions such as East China, the Eastern U.S. and the dust region in northern Africa with some differences in other regions such as the western U.S. (as previously noted by Li et al. [2005] and van Donkelaar et al. [2010]). The model also captures the seasonal evolution of export from the major Northern Hemisphere source regions observed by the two instruments. The greatest outflow from Asia is in the spring; although, compared to the other regions, there is substantial export in all seasons. Outflow from the eastern U.S. also occurs in all seasons, though based on the observations here, the pathways are different. In winter, aerosols are transported at higher latitudes than in spring and summer [Stohl and Eckhardt, 2004]. European emissions tend to remain more localized or be transported over other emission regions, making export generally more difficult to distinguish from local emissions.

[34] While there are noted issues with the simulated dust transport off western Africa in GEOS-Chem [Generoso et al., 2008] and a high bias in the dust AOD due to the assumed sub-micron size distribution of dust in the model [Ridley et al., 2012], here we focus on export out of industrial regions in the midlatitudes where the transport of aerosols has the greatest potential to impact downwind air quality (we do not investigate transport to the Arctic in this work). We note that dust from Africa contributes to AOD over Europe (and sometimes over the U.S.) in all seasons and can slightly bias simulated AOD values; however, this impact is most prominent in the spring season and does not dominate the total simulated AOD over Europe in GEOS-Chem.

[35] Figure 4 shows that MODIS observations are higher than CALIOP throughout the Northern Hemisphere. MODIS is generally higher than both CALIOP and GEOS-Chem over the oceans, in agreement with previous studies that suggested that MODIS might be biased high at low loadings [Levy et al., 2005; Remer et al., 2005; Heald et al., 2006] and previous comparisons between MODIS and CALIOP discussed in section 3.3. The scatterplots in Figure 5 and
Figure 3. Seasonal mean CO atmospheric column concentrations for three years (December 2006–November 2009) from (left to right) GEOS-Chem sampled for TES overpass time and location and interpolated to TES vertical levels, GEOS-Chem with the TES operator retrieval applied, TES, and the difference (GEOS-Chem with retrieval operator applied minus TES). The GEOS-Chem simulation is sampled for TES overpass times and locations. Color bars are saturated at $3.5 \times 10^{18}$ molecules/cm$^2$ and $\pm 1 \times 10^{18}$ molecules/cm$^2$ respectively.
Figure 4. Seasonal means (organized by row) of aerosol optical depth as observed by MODIS Aqua (column 1), CALIOP (daytime observations (column 2)), and as simulated by GEOS-Chem unfiltered (column 3) and filtered as discussed in section 4.1 (column 4) for three years (December 2006–November 2009); all are sampled for valid MODIS and CALIOP observations. The color bar is saturated at 0.5.
statistics in Table 2 show that MODIS is generally higher than CALIOP both over ocean (mean AOD bias 0.042) and land (0.036) in the Northern Hemisphere (only spring is shown, but statement holds for all seasons), and especially over Asia as shown in Figure 4. Percentage normalized mean biases are given in Table 2. Part of the difference between the distributions observed by CALIOP and MODIS may be due to a misclassification of thick aerosol layers in the CALIOP algorithm [Liu et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2010] and only using cloud free profiles from CALIOP, which removes any profiles where aerosol and light cloud are mixed. Figure 5 also shows that the observations are better correlated over ocean (R = 0.61) than over land (R = 0.47), reflecting the challenges of characterizing surface reflectivity over land in aerosol retrievals.

Comparing the spatial maps in Figure 4, we see that the simulated AOD (when no detection limits are applied) generally lies between the values reported by MODIS and CALIOP. For example over land the mean AOD bias in GEOS-Chem AOD is 0.016 for CALIOP and 0.025 for MODIS (Table 2). However, AOD is better correlated with MODIS (R = 0.72 over ocean and 0.63 over land) than CALIOP (R = 0.55 over ocean and R = 0.56 over land).

Applying the CALIOP detection limits to the simulated aerosol profiles improves the correlation between GEOS-Chem and CALIOP, over the oceans (R = 0.55 to R = 0.56) and over land (R = 0.56 to R = 0.58). The model high bias over land is reduced (0.016 to 0.012), reflecting the inability of CALIOP to detect low aerosol extinction. However, while the spatial correlation is improved over marine regions, the bias increases (−0.0071 to −0.010 AOD). This is evident from the average AOD in Figure 4, which shows that introducing the detection limits to the GEOS-Chem simulated AOD primarily reduces values in remote marine areas, where there is already a low bias in comparison with CALIOP observations. Using a greater value for the detection limit further reduces the bias over land, but increases the bias over the ocean. While this filtering corrects for the inability of CALIOP to detect thin, dilute plumes, an important source of variability and aerosol loading over the clean oceans, this supports previous work that suggests that GEOS-Chem is under predicting marine aerosol [Jaeglé et al., 2011; Lapina et al., 2011]. We further investigate the impact of applying these detection limits by examining the distribution of aerosol species identified by the CALIOP algorithm and simulated with GEOS-Chem.

### 4.2. Distributions of Aerosol Species

Figure 6 shows the average annual observed contribution to AOD from the six aerosol types classified by the CALIOP algorithm compared with the closest matching aerosol species simulated by GEOS-Chem with the detection limit applied. This is not a perfect match, as some CALIOP ‘types’ include several aerosol species. On average, dust and polluted dust make the strongest contribution to AOD in the Northern Hemisphere, and this contribution is heightened in spring months. The dust signal in GEOS-Chem is much stronger than the combined contribution from dust and polluted dust observed by CALIOP, attributable to biases in the sub-micron dust size distribution [Ridley et al., 2012]. However, CALIOP also reports a strong polluted dust signature over India which is not captured by the model either as dust or inorganic (sulfate) aerosol. AOD from continental pollution is split between two CALIOP aerosol types (polluted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>AOD Mean Bias (Land)</th>
<th>AOD Mean Bias (Ocean)</th>
<th>Normalized Mean Bias (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALIOP-MODIS</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>−0.042</td>
<td>−0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOS-Chem-MODIS</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>−0.025</td>
<td>−0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOS-Chem-CALIOP</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>−0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtered G-Chem-CALIOP</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For the CALIOP and MODIS comparison, the normalized mean bias (NMB) is calculated by normalizing to MODIS. For all instrument and GEOS-Chem comparisons, the NMB is normalized to the instrument AOD.
Figure 6. Average AOD contribution from each aerosol type from (left) CALIOP observations and (right) species as simulated by GEOS-Chem with the detection limit applied for 3 years (December 2006–November 2009). “Not determined” CALIOP subtype is not shown, because contribution is 0 everywhere.
continental and polluted dust). The distribution and magnitudes of these taken together, are consistent with simulated AOD from inorganic aerosol in GEOS-Chem (although not all inorganic aerosols are from pollution sources).

GEOS-Chem does not simulate the strong BC/OC sources over Southeast Asia that stand out in the CALIOP observations of smoke aerosol. Additionally, over many other source regions of smoke (Russia, western Canada, South America), CALIOP smoke AOD is greater than GEOS-Chem simulated BC/OC AOD. Since CALIOP chooses a single dominant aerosol type and smoke aerosol has the highest lidar ratio, it is expected that the CALIOP AOD would be greater than as simulated by GEOS-Chem near smoke sources. However, GEOS-Chem simulates slightly higher AOD due to BC/OC transported over the oceanic regions than what CALIOP determines to be smoke aerosol (although both show that the contribution to total AOD is small). While there are sources of BC/OC not associated with smoke, part of this discrepancy is also due to the fact that the CALIOP classification algorithm (used when the lidar ratio cannot be calculated directly using the transmittance method [Omar et al., 2009]) only allows for smoke aerosols to be classified in elevated layers [Omar et al., 2009]. In GEOS-Chem, an average of 10–30% of carbonaceous AOD occurs in the boundary layer (up to 99% near sources), where it would not be identified by the CALIOP algorithm as smoke. Similarly, all elevated non-dust aerosol layers over the ocean are classified as smoke and cannot be classified as clean marine or polluted continental in the retrieval. Clean continental aerosols make their largest contribution to AOD over land and Arctic regions. Although this subtype was determined using measurements from a backscatter nephelometer [Vaughan et al., 2004]; it is unclear what speciation or source of these aerosols is being represented. However, the contribution to AOD is very small (maximum of 0.03) and makes little impact on our comparisons here.

CALIOP observes long range transport of dust, polluted dust, polluted continental aerosols and smoke aerosols over ocean basins. However, the contribution from each of these individual sources is generally smaller than the contribution from clean marine aerosols. The exception is for polluted dust and dust off western Africa and eastern China. GEOS-Chem sea salt AOD is also lower than the clean marine aerosols from CALIOP (as in Figure 6), which is partly due to a bias in sea salt distribution in GEOS-Chem [Jaeglé et al., 2011] and the fact that the aerosol type “clean marine” likely also includes organic and sulfate aerosols of oceanic origin.

Comparing these distributions of aerosol species types with the total AOD comparisons in Figure 4 suggest that the overall high bias of GEOS-Chem compared to CALIOP continental AOD (Figure 5) is mostly due to African dust over the Middle East and Europe and pollution over Asia. The overestimation of dust is possibly masking other issues that would impact the total column AOD in outflow regions (Figure 4), such as the underestimate in marine regions and export of polluted and smoke aerosols from Europe.

We also examine the effect several constraints of the CALIOP retrieval algorithm might have on total AOD. CALIOP classifies each observed layer as only one aerosol subtype, and therefore uses only one lidar ratio for that observed layer, whereas the model may include contributions from several aerosol species in a given layer. In order to examine the effect this would have on total AOD, we “retrieve” only one aerosol species for each GEOS-Chem pressure level as well. To do this, we determine the dominant aerosol type, and multiply all other aerosol type extinction values affected not only by the different lidar ratio, but also how the type impacts the extinction detection limits applied. Figure 7 shows the resulting percent difference in total simulated AOD. In general, this leads to a 10–30% decrease in total AOD in the midlatitudes, with even larger percent changes in regions with low aerosol loading. In marine atmospheres, this is because sea salt aerosols dominate and have the lowest lidar ratio. In many other regions this is due to dust being the “dominant” aerosol aloft (extinction values are very low), which also has a lower lidar ratio than pollution. Replacing simulated aerosol with these lower lidar ratios, reduces the total AOD, bringing the model into better agreement with CALIOP over the oceans. We conclude that assuming one aerosol type for each layer with a predetermined lidar ratio can bias the column AOD, but is part of a larger, complex issue of accurate selection of a lidar ratio for mixed aerosol.

5. Vertical Distributions of Pollutants

5.1. Hemispheric Cross-Sections and Comparisons with Observations

While seasonality in emissions and pollutant lifetimes can account for many of the differences between the downwind impacts of CO and aerosols, there are also different export mechanisms that are not evident from the total column.
spatial distributions. We therefore investigate the vertical distribution of LRT here.

[44] In order to investigate LRT on a hemispheric scale, we average the vertical distributions over a consistent latitudinal circle from 25°–55°N for all regions, as these are the latitudes at which transport most often occurs in the Northern Hemisphere. Expanding this range dilutes the export from some regions. However, as evident in Figure 8, this range does not include all of the British Isles, Canada, the Arctic, or all of Southeast Asia, but does include Northern Africa. We are therefore, missing some of the dominant transport pathways of European emissions, while including export from northern Africa which features stronger lofting than often noted for Europe.

[45] Figure 8 shows differences in the annual multiyear average distributions of CO and aerosols as simulated by GEOS-Chem. There is generally good spatial agreement in AOD and CO column totals near source regions, except in regions where dust is the primary contributor to aerosol concentrations. The shorter lifetimes of aerosols, however, is highlighted here by the strong gradients near the source, both vertically and horizontally, as compared to CO. In the region shown, CO in the middle troposphere (~700 to 450 hPa) is on average 22% lower than in the lower troposphere (~1000 to 800 hPa), while aerosol extinction is on average 75% lower. Even from these multiyear averages, we see that there is more lofting of CO compared to aerosols, which allows CO to be transported more efficiently downwind. As noted by Heald et al. [2006], CO from Asia is transported at all altitudes, while aerosols are generally transported distinctly in the lower free troposphere. This is a result of aerosols being scavenged more efficiently than CO during convective lifting and faster removal of aerosols in boundary layer outflow [Heald et al., 2006].

[46] We compare the multiyear annually averaged vertical distributions of CO as measured by TES and as simulated by GEOS-Chem (with the TES retrieval operator) in Figure 9 (annual average only shown- seasonal maps are consistent with these results). As discussed previously, GEOS-Chem has an overall low bias compared to TES, shown here throughout the troposphere. This is especially evident over Europe where the difference is strongest during the spring and summer, as also seen by Kopacz et al. [2010] who suggested that European emissions were underestimated in GEOS-Chem. However, the coarse vertical resolution of the IR retrieval makes it difficult to evaluate the vertical distribution of the simulated CO and isolate biases in emissions from biases in lifetime. Because CALIOP has much finer vertical resolution than TES, examining the vertical distribution of aerosol extinction provides more insight into export of pollution out of each region. Therefore, in the following sections, we focus primarily on aerosol transport.

[47] Figure 10 shows the seasonal averages of the vertical distribution of aerosol extinction as measured by CALIOP, simulated with GEOS-Chem (initially without detection limits applied) and the differences between the two (3rd column). We then show a more accurate comparison of the two when the CALIOP detection limits are applied to GEOS-Chem.
(4th column, as discussed in section 3.2). Both comparisons are shown to illustrate the importance of accounting for detection limits, particularly aloft, where doing so reduces the model-measured bias. This reflects the inability of CALIOP to detect dilute plumes, which may hinder the ability of CALIOP to track aerosol long range transport and characterize the contribution that this makes to the hemisphere aerosol background. However, even with detection limits applied it is clear that GEOS-Chem overestimates aerosol extinction aloft throughout the Northern Hemisphere. As shown previously, GEOS-Chem reproduces the strong source signatures observed by CALIOP, although it is often biased high in these source regions, including over Asia (at ~90°-120°E) and over Europe/Northern Africa (~0°) compared to CALIOP. Figure 4 shows that CALIOP is lower than GEOS-Chem and MODIS over land, suggesting that there could be an issue with the CALIOP retrieval (sections 2.1 and 3) and not necessarily a model error. However, aerosol extinction aloft and downwind of Asia, where misclassification is less likely to contribute, is also biased slightly high, suggesting that either Asian emissions or vertical lofting in the model are somewhat overestimated.

[48] Aerosol extinction over North America in spring and summer is underestimated in GEOS-Chem. Both CALIOP and MODIS show strong enhancements over the southeastern U.S. that are not simulated by GEOS-Chem, indicating that the discrepancy in the vertical distributions is most likely due to a missing source, possibly biogenic in nature, as suggested by Goldstein et al. [2009].

[49] Simulated aerosol extinction is consistently lower than observed by CALIOP at the low altitudes over ocean basins. This suggests that either CALIOP observations support more efficient export of pollution via boundary layer outflow and advection with the mean wind or that GEOS-Chem could be missing some more important background sources in marine regions. Lapina et al. [2011] show that this model underestimate of AOD occurs throughout the remote oceans, and therefore is not likely limited to pollution export biases. Figures 10 and 4 demonstrate that compensating biases, in outflow aloft and near the surface, can be masked in total AOD comparisons and that an accurate examination of long range transport requires information on the vertical distribution of pollutants.

5.2. Cross-Sections of Aerosol Species Extinction

[50] The contribution of each aerosol type determined by the CALIOP algorithm to the total aerosol extinction is shown in Figure 11 (left). The main aerosol type in the boundary layer is clean marine over the ocean basins and polluted (dust and continental are combined in Figure 11) over land. At higher altitudes, dust dominates over Northern Africa/Middle East, while polluted dominates elsewhere. Smoke aerosols also make a modest contribution to aerosol extinction aloft.

[51] Figure 11 also compares the aerosol extinction from CALIOP with the values simulated for GEOS-Chem species (with detection limits applied). This identifies excess dust over North Africa as the cause of the model overestimate over Europe/North Africa, as seen in Figure 10, while the discrepancies over Asia and North America are due to pollution species.

[52] GEOS-Chem distributions of BC/OC capture the magnitude of smoke extinction reported by CALIOP aloft. Most of the discrepancies from the AOD maps (Figure 4) are due to differences near the surface and the aforementioned facts that there are other sources of BC/OC and that the CALIOP algorithm only identifies smoke aerosols in elevated layers [Omar et al., 2009]. At low altitudes, CALIOP generally identifies these aerosol layers as polluted continental, which has the same lidar ratio as smoke (Table 1), and therefore a misclassified layer would not impact the total extinction (or AOD). However, it does compound the comparison here between GEOS-Chem inorganic species and CALIOP polluted aerosols because CALIOP will not categorize lofted layers as polluted continental (except over snow/ice/tundra).

[53] Figure 11 shows that the majority of the aerosol that CALIOP observes in low level outflow is clean marine, with some contribution from polluted aerosols. Comparing the polluted aerosols and the simulated inorganic (sulfate) aerosol extinction does suggest that GEOS-Chem has a slight underestimate in low level pollution transport. However,
Figure 10. Seasonal averages of aerosol extinction averaged from 25 to 55°N as observed by CALIOP (night observations only (column 1)) and simulated by GEOS-Chem (column 2). Column 3 is the difference (GEOS-Chem – CALIOP) for GEOS-Chem output and column 4 is the difference when CALIOP detection limits are applied to GEOS-Chem values. GEOS-Chem is sampled to match CALIOP overpass time and location. The color bars are saturated at respective maximum values.
Figure 6 shows that the underestimate in GEOS-Chem sea salt compared to CALIOP clean marine aerosols extends beyond outflow regions to more remote marine regions, suggesting that the main discrepancy in marine atmospheres is due to a missing source of marine aerosol and only partially due to an underestimate of pollution aerosol in outflow regions.

GEOS-Chem simulates excessive dust and sulfate transport aloft compared to CALIOP observations even with the detection limits applied. These are very small values of less than 0.005 km$^{-1}$ when averaged over the latitudinal bands. These are most likely still below the actual detection limit of CALIOP which is altitude-dependent and is only roughly 2–4 × 10$^{-4}$ km$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$ [Winker et al., 2009].

Figure 11. Average extinction contribution from species type (left) from CALIOP observations and (right) as simulated by GEOS-Chem, with CALIOP detection limits applied for December 2006–November 2009, averaged from 25 to 55°N. CALIOP “Not determined” and “clean continental” subtypes are not shown, because contribution is 0 and < 0.005 everywhere. Note color bar scale.

54] Winker et al., 2009.] 55] These comparisons assume that the CALIOP algorithm is correctly attributing aerosol types (and using the correct lidar ratio). Clean marine aerosols have the lowest lidar ratio (which Oo and Holz [2011] and Sayer et al. [2012] claim is often too low) in the CALIOP algorithm (Table 1), therefore, if CALIOP incorrectly identifies polluted or smoke aerosols as clean marine, then the aerosol extinction (and optical depth) determined by CALIOP could be biased low
[Yu et al., 2010], and the total extinction difference could be even greater than determined in Figure 10.

6. Fraction of Pollutants in the PBL

[56] Deeter et al. [2007] have shown that the vertical information in CO retrievals generally comes from two regions: the lower troposphere and the middle troposphere. We attempt to exploit the constraints offered by TES on the vertical distribution of CO by examining the fraction of the CO column in these two regions.

[57] To differentiate the lower troposphere, we use daily output PBL heights from GEOS-Chem coincident with the satellite overpass. We chose to use specific PBL heights rather than a cutoff pressure level in order to better reflect atmospheric distributions and transport mechanisms. PBL heights can also have a strong impact on the vertical distribution of pollutants and vary with season and location [Lin and McElroy, 2010]. Figure 12 shows the seasonal averages of PBL heights from GEOS-5 meteorology used here. Additionally, PBL heights have a strong diurnal cycle, varying by a factor of ~10 from day to night [Lin et al., 2008]; for this reason, and the fact that emissions are normally greater during the day [Lin and McElroy, 2010], the following comparisons are made with daytime observations.

[58] A validation of the GEOS-5 PBL heights using CALIOP is presented by Jordan et al. [2010] and shows that GEOS-5 generally predicts PBL heights within 25% of CALIOP observations with regional and seasonal differences. Correlation coefficients are 0.47–0.73 in the Western Hemisphere and Africa, with lower values in December and higher values in August. As more thoroughly discussed by Lin and McElroy [2010], vertical mixing in the PBL can strongly influence the vertical distributions of gas and aerosol species. Therefore, in regions or seasons where GEOS-5 incorrectly represents the depth of the PBL, the fractions of CO or aerosols in the PBL that we present here might be under- or overestimated, but will require more extensive validation of PBL depths that is beyond the goal of this work. Seasonal averages of the fraction of the total column CO that is in the PBL as observed by TES and simulated by GEOS-Chem are shown in Figure 13. There are some regions where the lowest altitude with a valid observations from TES is above the PBL (over Himalayas and Greenland), fractions therefore cannot be calculated and are disregarded in our seasonal averages (white in Figure 13). We include the fraction of CO in the PBL simulated by GEOS-Chem both before and after applying the retrieval operator in order to substantiate that smoothing by the averaging kernels does not significantly change the results. Overall, TES and GEOS-Chem are in good agreement, although GEOS-Chem shows slightly less CO in the PBL in winter and fall, slightly higher fractions in summer, and a mix in spring. However, the difference is generally less than 5%.

[59] Figure 13 also shows the interaction of several factors that determine the amount of CO that remains in the boundary layer: emissions, boundary layer height, lofting mechanisms, and the lifetime of CO. Source signatures are often diluted with seasonal variability in PBL depths and oxidant loading. For example, Asia and India are important sources of CO throughout the year, but the fraction in the PBL is greatest in spring, when the PBL is highest. Elevated emissions and the suppression of convection in wintertime, lead to accumulation of CO in the PBL in winter/spring over this region. Fall generally has the least CO in the PBL throughout the Northern Hemisphere, which is in large part due to the significantly shallower PBL in GEOS-Chem, but also due to removal throughout the summer and decreases in emissions. Overall, given limitations in the vertical resolution of the observations, these comparisons do not reveal any definitive bias in the simulated vertical profile of CO, but may suggest that CO lifetime is too long in summer and too short in winter.

[60] We contrast these results with fractions of AOD in the PBL observed by CALIOP and simulated with GEOS-Chem in Figure 14. Again, we see the importance of accounting for the CALIOP detection limits in these comparisons, where not...
Figure 13. Seasonal distributions of the fraction of CO that remains in the PBL as simulated by GEOS-Chem (sampled to TES location), GEOS-Chem (with the TES retrieval operator), as observed by TES and the difference. The color bars are saturated at respective maximum values.
doing so substantially underestimates the fraction of aerosol extinction that be attributed to boundary layer aerosol.

Both CALIOP and GEOS-Chem show higher fractions of aerosol in the PBL over source regions such as the eastern U.S., Europe and eastern China in spring and summer but those values drop in outflow regions (e.g., off the east coast of the U.S. and off Asia), indicating the vertical venting of exported pollution and the preferential removal of pollutants in the boundary layer. This is especially noticeable in spring and summer. The fraction of aerosol in the PBL off Asia is also generally lower than off the northeastern U.S., indicating more vertical lofting. This export difference is reproduced in the model. However, the PBL fractions in outflow over the oceans are noticeably different between CALIOP and GEOS-Chem. While a good portion of this is due to the aforementioned issues with instrument sensitivity and choice of detection limit; applying any detection limit to the model output still leaves inconsistencies in the spatial patterns, especially during spring and summer, seasons of the greatest amount of outflow. The gradient in the fraction of pollutants in the PBL from the source to outflow regions in GEOS-Chem is much more noticeable than with the CALIOP observations, indicating either (1) an excess of lofted aerosols near source in the model (e.g., over Asia), (2) too much removal of aerosols in the boundary layer, or (3) a missing source of aerosol in the boundary layer, or a combination thereof. In Figure 10, GEOS-Chem does have a stronger source signature over Asia that leads to a greater amount of aerosols aloft, while also simulating much lower extinction in the boundary layer outflow region.
The model also significantly overestimates the fraction of aerosols observed in the PBL over Asia and the western United States, year-round. From Figure 10, this overestimation over Asia appears to be due to a model underestimate of the source signature at the surface, which again may be attributed to misclassification of aerosols as clouds in the CALIOP retrieval. Over the western United States, it is a combination of slightly more predicted aerosol near the surface, and missing aerosol aloft.

The seasonality in fractional PBL aerosol loading peaks in the winter, unlike CO, reflecting primarily the shallower winter PBL and suppressed vertical mixing. Near sources, ~80% of the aerosols are in the boundary layer, but for CO these values are rarely over 50%, again emphasizing the much larger background concentrations of CO that reside in the free troposphere.

7. Conclusions

We use observations from three A-train satellites: CALIOP, MODIS, and TES in conjunction with a global chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) in order to analyze the vertical features of CO and aerosol in the Northern Hemisphere. To make accurate comparisons, we sample the model output to the satellite overpasses; in doing so, we find that the limited spatial coverage of the CALIOP and TES instruments inhibited our ability to track specific plumes. However, we find that on seasonal time scales this sampling of the model produced little bias. Therefore, rather than analyze individual episodic transport events as many previous studies have done, we use observations from three years (December 2006–November 2009) and conduct three year-long simulations with GEOS-Chem in order to compute multiyear seasonal averages of vertical distributions.

We find that the GEOS-Chem simulation is biased low in comparison to TES CO and MODIS AOD, but biased high in comparison to CALIOP AOD over land and aloft. Some of the discrepancies between MODIS and CALIOP AOD are in regions of heavy outflow (dust from western Africa and pollution off Asia) and most likely due to a misclassification of thick aerosol layers as clouds by the CALIOP algorithm or the removal of these thick layers during our filtering process. Using a stricter cloud fraction cutoff for MODIS could potentially improve the comparisons with CALIOP. Applying a detection limit to the simulated AOD values is also necessary for making a more accurate comparison to CALIOP observations.

We use a simple method for applying a detection limit to the GEOS-Chem simulation where we use the aerosol type lidar ratios from CALIOP to convert extinction profiles to backscatter values and assume that the detection limit is $2 \times 10^{-4}$ km$^{-1}$ ster$^{-1}$ throughout the atmospheric column. We do not take into account differences in the detection limit at differing altitudes, nor did we systematically attempt to retrieve a single species for each pressure level as in the CALIOP algorithm. We do show that mimicking a retrieval of a single species in GEOS-Chem output can decrease total AOD by 10–30% at midlatitudes. This highlights the key issue of assessing lidar ratios accurately and the challenge in comparing with models that simulate mixed aerosol types. Even the application of a single, low detection limit improves our comparisons, especially aloft, reflecting CALIOP’s inability to detect thin lofted aerosol layers, which can be an important source of AOD over ocean basins, and a significant contributor to the aerosol hemispheric background.

However, by examining the vertical distributions, we find that even with the detection limit applied, discrepancies remain between CALIOP and GEOS-Chem aerosol extinction at low altitudes. The species classifications suggest that this is only partly due to an underestimation of pollution outflow while the majority is due to a missing source of “clean marine” aerosols in the GEOS-Chem simulation, consistent with Lapina et al. [2011]. We also find that while GEOS-Chem is correctly attributing the majority of AOD in the Northern Hemisphere to dust and pollution, it overestimates the strength of the dust source over North Africa and the pollution source over Asia, while underestimating a source over the southeastern U.S. and a smoke or pollution source over Southeast Asia.

Although TES measures profiles of CO, its limited vertical sensitivity makes it difficult to accurately assess the model representation of vertical distributions and compare with satellite aerosol observations. However, maps of the fraction of the pollutants in the boundary layer demonstrate that while overall CO columns simulated by GEOS-Chem are biased low, the model captures the observed fraction that remains in the PBL within 5%.

In this work, we investigate CO and aerosol distributions as multiyear seasonal averages and make general conclusions about transport in the Northern Hemisphere and the ability of GEOS-Chem to reproduce the spatial and vertical distribution of CO and aerosols observed from space. While we note several regions where the model and observations diverge (e.g., over Southeast Asia, Southeastern U.S., Europe, and outflow off Asia), we did not venture into examining each of these regions in great detail. Future study of these regions in the context of the analysis presented here is required to fully understand misrepresentations of emission sources, the impact of misclassification of clouds and aerosols, and differences in export mechanisms. This survey of vertical distributions demonstrates both the potential constraints offered by new satellite observations, particularly CALIOP, for tracking pollution features and also the challenges and considerations required to make useful and accurate comparisons with models.
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